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In Interval Analysis addition of intervals is the usual
Minkowski addition of sets: A + B = {a + b :
a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. The fact that the additive inverse
generally does not exist has been a major obstacle
in applications, e.g. constructing narrow enclosures of
a solution, and possibly one of the most important
mathematical challenges associated with the develop-
ment of the theory of spaces of intervals. The work
on this issue during the last 50-60 years lead to new
operations for intervals, extended concepts of interval,
setting the interval theory within the realm of algebraic
structures more general than group and linear space. This
theoretical development was paralleled by development
of interval computer arithmetic. Svetoslav Markov was
strongly involved in this major development in modern
mathematics and he in fact introduced many of the
main concepts and theories associated with it. These
include: extended interval arithmetic [11], [5], [10], di-
rected interval arithmetic [13], the theory of quasivector
spaces [15], [16]. His work lead to practically important
applications to the validated numerical computing as
well as in the computations with intervals, convex bodies
and stochastic numbers [12], [14], [18]. Such advanced
mathematical and computational tools are much useful
under the conditions of extreme sensitivity that is often
inheritably characteristic for biological processes as well
as input biological parameters experimentally known to
be in certain ranges [17].

One of the most important contributions to knowledge
by Svetoslav Markov is in my view the embedding of
the monoid structure of intervals and convex bodies

into a group structure where the natural definition of
multiplication by scalars is also extended in such a way
that it is monotone with respect to inclusion, that is

A ⊆ B =⇒ γA ⊆ γB, γ ∈ R.

The obtained structure is called a quasivector space
[16]. Since the fundamental idea motivating this field
is computations with sets and computing enclosures, the
stated property cannot be really overemphasized. One
should note that there have been several attempts to
embed the quasi-linear space of convex bodies in a more
computationally convenient algebraic structure. The most
well known such attempt is Radström’s embedding into
a linear space [19]. However, this embedding fails to
preserve precisely the monotonicity property mentioned
above. Hence, while the developed by Radström theory is
mathematically correct and elegant, it is quite irrelevant
regarding the embedded set and in fact the field of
Interval Analysis or more generally the field of Set-
Valued Computing. Markov’s concept of quasivector
space manages to capture and preserve the essential
properties of computations with sets (like the stated
monotonicity) while also providing a relatively simple
structure for computing. Indeed, the quasivector space
is a direct sum of a vector(linear) space and symmetric
quasivector space which makes the computations essen-
tially as easy as computations in a linear space.

A wide spectrum of applications is usually a testimony
for the depth of an idea. The ideas of Markov have
certainly wide and far reaching implications. We focus
on one particular direction of development, namely the
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algebraic operations for interval-valued functions. I have
had the privilege to have Svetoslav Markov as a teacher
and as a collaborator. The algebraic structure of spaces
of interval functions is the main topic of our more
recent collaborative work. Jointly with Blagovest Sendov
we studied the operations for Hausdorff continuous (H-
continuous) function. It turned out that the linear space
structure of real functions can be extended to the space
of H-continuous interval functions and it is actually the
largest linear space of interval functions. Hence the space
of H-continuous functions has a very special place in
Interval Analysis. Further, we showed that the practically
relevant set, in terms of providing tight enclosures of
sets of real functions, is the set of Dilworth continuous
(D-continuous) interval valued function. Using an earlier
idea of Svetoslav Markov of abstract construction of
interval space over a vector lattice, one can show that
the set of D-continuous function is a quasi-linear space
of intervals over the space of H-continuous functions.
Moreover, the space of H-continuous functions is pre-
cisely the linear space in the direct Markov’s sum
decomposition of the respective quasivector space.

Let us note that the space of H-continuous functions
has applications in various areas of mathematics, e.g.
Real Analysis [1], [2], Approximation Theory [20], val-
idated computing [3], [6] as well as the general theory of
PDEs [9], [7], [4]. The issue of constructing enclosures
is relevant to all mentioned applications. Hence one can
expect future developments in this research direction
which involve the space of D-continuous functions and
Markov’s approach to computing with them.
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